Transactional Analysis for English users
Fancy to learn about psychology while chatting in English for free ?

If you are looking for a way to speak English while learning interesting things, I propose you to join us at
my office for some lively evenings.
It is difficult, in the countryside, to find a place where to speak English; and, sometimes, regular classes
are boring (grammar, dull subjects to speak about, etc…); these lively evenings will be a great
opportunity to practice English while speaking about interesting subjects.

Why for free ? :
I need to train and maintain my English because I am now teacher in Transactional Analysis and this
part time job implies to go abroad to teach workshops.
So these “lively evenings” will be a juxtaposition between your needs (learn about psychology while
speaking English) and my needs (teach psychology while speaking English).

The number of participants will be limited at 9.

The way of speaking will be very casual and relax; it definitely won’t be a magisterial class !

It will be a chit chat about any subjects the participants (including me) would like to talk about in the
psychology and Transactional Analysis fields.
And a chit chat implies that every participant is actively implicated !

For those who know about the “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages”
, the English level during these evenings will be around B1 & B2.

One rule : From the moment you will enter in my office these evenings, since you will leave it : NO
FRENCH WORD !
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practical details :
 How to register ? : By sending to me an email saying something like “I’d like to participate to the
first evening. Here is my mobile number : ………...”. (I need your mobile number in case of late
modifications)
 Location : at my office (175, route de Besançon. Lons le Sr).
 Date : Monday xxxxxxxxxxxxx
 Timetable : 18.00 to 19.30

(the next date will be chosen according to the participants)

